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I. Abstract

Richards (2012), states that a leitmotif can be described as a recurring melody which is related to a
specific character, location, emotion or idea. He also claims that leitmotifs have for some time been
a standard technique of how film music is utilised. Richards concludes that a good leitmotif has
three main features: it is distinctive, short in length and consistent.

This dissertation examines how leitmotifs can determine the recognition of specific characters,
places and actions in feature films and Tv-series, and it also investigates if Richards (2012),
statements are legitimate for small scale research among people with a particular interest in film in
2017. The study displays an additional understanding of the participant's relations to leitmotifs, as a
result of watching nine different audio excerpts with short musical themes, which should potentially
result in a unified response from the viewers. The research gives a conclusion to whether or not
respondents with an interest in film music, are able to relate the chosen leitmotifs to the Tv-show or
feature film it originates from.

This study also presents results of the questionnaire answered by 58 respondents, as well as results
from email interviews carried out on a combination of specifically chosen individuals and randomly
selected individuals. The respondents who filled in the questionnaire were requested to listen to
nine different famous leitmotifs, to see whether they could relate it to certain characters, movies,
Tv-shows, events, etc... The results demonstrate that the use of leitmotifs in feature films and Tvseries is certainly having an effect on the viewer's relation towards what they see and hear.

The data collected from the various interviews held, show that the participants share a similar
discernment towards what a leitmotif is and what its principle purpose in a film or Television show
is. The information gathered in this research suggests that a leitmotif is a short musical phrase that
is associated with particular characters, places, thoughts or actions in a narrative work. Data
collected from the interviews also reveal that a leitmotif has many functions and can in this manner
be interpreted in several ways.

The conclusion of the research is that the composer's utilisation of leitmotifs can definitely help the
viewer to recognise particular characters, places and actions in feature films and television shows.
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From the data collected it is obvious that factors such as education and age are important to
consider when it comes to the individual's knowledge and recognition of musical themes.
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VI. Abbreviations and Glossary

•

ACM - Academy of Contemporary Music

•

iMovie - iMovie lets the user organise clips, and turn them into films

•

Leitmotif - A recurring musical theme often used in feature films, operas and television shows.

•

MP4 - MPEG-4 is a digital multimedia container format most commonly used to store video
and audio

•

Non Linear sounds - Sounds louder than the average range of an instrument or an animal's vocal
chords

•

Pilot - (in this context) A pilot episode is a solitary episode that fills in as a kind of trial of an
idea or concept. Often used to pitch a TV-show to a television network.

•

Tessitura - The most comfortable vocal range

•

The Valkyrie - A German music drama in three acts composed by Richard Wagner

•

YouTube - The world's most popular video sharing website
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1.0 Introduction

This research has been undertaken to find out: How leitmotifs can determine the recognition of
specific characters, places and actions, within live action entertainment media such as feature film
and Television. To get a complete understanding of the overall impact of a leitmotif on the audience,
it is essential to clarify the role of the use of musical themes. According to Richards (2012), a
leitmotif is often utilised in film music to propose a certain character, location or idea, that is not
physically visible in the scene, but is being thought of or in some way has an impact on the present
scene.

To find out if this statement is true, an investigation was undertaken by collecting data from an
online questionnaire and various email-interviews. Nine different excerpts with some of the most
famous leitmotifs in film history, which should potentially give a relatively unified response from
the participants were chosen for the questionnaire. Excerpts were selected from the following
movies: Psycho, The Godfather, Schindler's List, The Pink Panther, Harry Potter, Pirates of The
Caribbean, Star Wars, Lord of The Rings, and the last one was selected from the American TVshow Lost. The audio excerpts were downloaded from YouTube and then converted to individual
MP4 files using the video-editing software iMovie.

Then, an online questionnaire was set up with two different questions for each audio excerpt. The
respondents completed one step of the questionnaire after each clip. A total number of 58
individuals with an interest in film and TV-series acted as respondents. There were 43 males, 14
females and 1 who preferred not to mention gender. 34 of the respondents were under 25 years old
and 24 were between 25-50 years old. The audio clips, from which excerpts were taken, are listed in
Appendix A. The interviews held were performed in order to get a more in-depth insight into how
they perceive the leitmotifs and see if more information could be extracted from this, compared to
what an online survey would reveal.

The research will mainly benefit film-score composers and feature film and Television enthusiasts,
who are interested in gaining a deeper understanding of how the use of leitmotifs serve live action
entertainment media. Individuals interested in the movies mentioned in the text above will also be
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beneficiaries, being able to gather information about how the utilisation of musical themes can
reinforce and strengthen certain elements within a narrative work.
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2.0. Literature Review

2.1 Wagner and the popularisation of the Leitmotif

According to Richards (2012), leitmotifs were originally popularised through the operas of the
German composer Richard Wagner. Davis (1999), strongly argues that the melodic vocabulary of
the popular 19th century composers, such as Wagner, Puccini and Strauss, turned into the most
common and fundamental language of the music in early Hollywood movies. The term leitmotif can
be associated as a recurring musical theme often used in feature films, operas and Television shows
(Davies, 2015). Some of the leitmotifs many functions are to strengthen the dramatic development
in a story and give psychological insight into a character, location, object or idea. As film producer
Puschak (2016) explains it “I think that we hardly grasp the importance of music in film. It’s an
invisible layer of pure emotion that guides us or challenges us, or guides, or challenges the drama
itself." Leitmotifs can reinforce unseen dangers, it can underline unspoken thoughts, sweetening a
love scene or augment the recognition of specific places and persons. Variations in terms of
orchestration, dynamics, textures and rhythm may occur in leitmotifs (Richards, 2012).

According to Mc Shan (1997), Wagner's famous cycle of four operas, Der Ring des Nibelungen
(which took him around 26 years to finish) utilises over sixty distinct leitmotifs regularly identified
with certain characters, objects, or circumstances. Davies (2015), believes that Wagner utilised
melodic themes to exchange the dramatic action of the plot into the nonverbal articulation of the
music. Beckerman (2008), states that Wagner's Ring cycles is a standout amongst the most
monumental operatic projects ever conceived. He also argues that the four pieces of musical dramas
(which goes on for 20 hours) are a blend of stories of myths and chaos, death, disloyalty, heroism,
glory and ultimately devastation or redemption, depending on how one look at it. According to
Krauss (2011), the leitmotifs in Wagner's ring cycles give the listener a clue to what the character is
doing, thinking and feeling. He also asserts that Wagner's utilisation of thematic material is not
unique in itself, considering that composers have adopted this method for centuries. The basis of
Krauss's argument is that what makes Wagner's leitmotifs so unique is the development of them.

Davies (2015), states that there are numerous ways in which Wagner manifest dynamic use of the
leitmotifs all through the cycle of four operas, Der Ring des Nibelungen. The sword theme is
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believed to be one of the most crucial leitmotifs in the entire ring cycle, partly because it bridges
three characters. In the first act of the Valkyrie, the sword theme happens when Sieglinde
(Siegmund's sister) is trying to get Siegmund to pull out a sword plunged into a tree by an old man
at her wedding to Hunding. She believes the sword will save Siegmund from danger if he manages
to pull it out. Siegmund then remembers a promise made by his father, that he would find a sword
when he needed it the most. This is the act where the first sword theme happens. The leitmotif is
repeated several times in that one scene alone, sometimes it appears tenderly and other times it is
presented angrily. Polland (2011), states that Wagner moves the notes of the score one half step
down when there is trouble ahead in the plot. He concludes that this changes the entire vibe of the
leitmotif. Polland (2011), also states that when tender moments occurs in the act, Wagner then
changes it to a higher tessitura. He believes that Wagner's different variations of this particular
leitmotif are all instantly recognisable as the sword theme, but that they develop as the plot changes.

According to Polland (2011), the sword goes from Wotan to Siegmund in Valkyrie, and eventually it
ends with Siegfrieds death. In other words, Polland asserts that the sword theme runs through the
four operas, representing three characters and really three generations. What happens a lot in the
ring cycles is that the spectator knows what is about to happen to the characters before the
characters on stage do. Wagner's leitmotifs express and mirror the emotions felt by the characters as
the story progresses and move the plot along. His leitmotifs involve the listener in his dramas
without them even realising (classicfm, n.d.).

2.2 Lost

Michael Giacchino's score to the American Television drama Lost, utilises extensive use of
leitmotifs. His use of musical themes gives the viewer a deeper understanding of specific characters
or actions. Michael's leitmotifs for Lost are usually short in length and evolves dynamically as the
story progresses. The instrumentation consists solely of string sections, trombones, harp, piano and
various percussion. Other instruments such as the synthesizer, guitar and ukulele, may sometimes
occur in the musical themes of Giacchino (Lostpedia, 2016).

One example of a leitmotif which is often used during the jungle exhibitions on the island is
"Hollywood and Vines". This particular leitmotif opens up with war drums, followed by syncopated
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cello rhythms, which is later accompanied by staccato and legato melodies of string instruments
such as violins and violas. Sections of brass instruments has also earned its place inside this piece of
excellence. Lostpedia (2016) believes its minor key, low register, and overwhelming dependence on
the tonic and dominant notes of the scale add to it a tone of bravery and importance.

Michael Giacchino (2013), explained in an online video podcast hosted by ABC, that his aim for the
Lost series was to compose music with some musical elements representing home to the characters
mixed with esoteric and unusual, weird sounds. He also stated that he wanted to create a different
sound from what he had composed before on previous shows. Michael further commented that the
reason he chose to include string sections in the ensemble was due to the versatility of the
instruments. He believes that strings can evoke many different emotions in the listener, depending
on how it is scored and played by the string player. Michael Giacchino argues that string
instruments have the ability to express feelings such as tenderness, sadness, anger and fear, to name
but a few.

As claimed by the author of the website Lostpedia (2016), the emotional expression of the string
sections in Lost varies from beautiful sounding to absolutely horrifying and frightening. Bizarre
percussion combined with interesting melodies create together a soundscape filled with chaos and
action. In the video podcast with Michael Giacchino he also talks about how he wanted to stay away
from typical "jungle percussion" and action film cliches. During the production of the Pilot, the
team came up with an idea to ship home sections of the airplane the characters had "crashed" in on
the island and use it in parts of the percussion. According to Michael (2007), the percussionist
ended up with playing on hanging pieces of the airplane in the percussion booth, with small metal
sticks and various types of mallets. His idea was to use conventional instruments in ways that one
does not commonly use them. Michael also stated that he wanted to create musical themes that were
not typical of what one would get on a show about characters stranded on a deserted island.

Karl Vincent (2007), reflects his opinion about Micheal Giacchino's score for Lost:

"If you listen to his music, you will find radical insight, auditory hallucinations, which are induced
into all the listeners, which makes Lost really a remarkable show that has the metonymic faculties of
expansion and penetrability" (Karl Vincent, 2007).
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According to Puschak (2016), great leitmotifs change as the story progresses. He asserts that
composers tend to write leitmotifs for a specific character in the lower range of an instrument if the
character is supposed to be portrayed as frightened, or when danger occurs in a particular moment.
He also states that sometimes it occurs that composers score a particular character's leitmotif
harmoniously with another character's leitmotif, to musically symbolise a connection between the
two. An example to this is the love theme that Charlie shares with Claire in Lost (Lostpedia, 2016).
Claire also shares a flash sideways theme with Kate in season 6, as well as having her own flash
sideways theme. These themes occur several times during the show and can metaphorically
represent a change or self realisation within the individual characters. According to Lostpedia
(2016), Michael has given each character in Lost tailored leitmotifs, sometimes shared with other
characters to express certain emotions, actions and occurrences. Puschak (2016), takes the view that
anytime a specific character appears on screen, this person's leitmotif will be somewhere in the
orchestration. He also claims that a leitmotif must represent something specific within the plot,
otherwise it's just a regular motif.

Porter (2015), argues that musical themes are among the most important factors, and certainly one
of the most powerful, in terms of giving distinctiveness to specific characters or locations. Studies
outlined by Nugent, J (2015), suggests that leitmotifs can completely change the viewer's
interpretation of specific persons or scenes. He further contends that action scenes tend to have
musical themes with fast tempo and sad scenes are often moderate and somber. Nugent (2015), also
believes that these early musical psychological techniques set the standard for film scores in modern
cinema.

One of Ben's escaping scenes in Lost, where Ben gets chased by Ilana Verdansky somewhere in the
jungle, is a perfect example of the psychology of music in film. The high-pitched violin sound
combined with sections of dissonant sounding brass instruments, mimic sounds viewers
biologically associate with stress and danger. A study outlined by a science editor for the
independent newspaper, discovered that non-linear sounds evokes an emotional response in the
listener that instinctively is unsettling psychologically (Connor, 2010). Giachinno's leitmotifs for
the action scenes in Lost often mimic these unsettling noises and the effect makes the scene
significantly scarier and more unsettling.
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Nugent, J (2015), concludes that most musical scores intentionally stay in the background and only
provides unnoticeable cues to the audience. The American composer Aaron Copland (1940), stated
five ways musical scores serve the screen and most of them stay in the background. The first is to
make a more compelling atmosphere of time and place; this one is pretty self-explanatory.
Numerous genres and settings have their own style of music to run with it. The style of various
melodic scores has the ability to put the audience in a specific setting or mood (Copland, 1940). A
classic example would be the medieval times, which utilises instrumentation that has a very distinct
sound, like the harp, fiddle, mandolin and horns ("Medieval Musical Instruments," n.d.).

Copland's, second statement expresses that musical scores can underline psychological refinements,
unsaid thoughts and that concealed perils gets shown or augmented through the music. The
audience may not see the danger, but the music reminds the viewer's it's there. A scene in the
eighteenth episode in the first season of Lost, where Hurley discovers the cursed numbers 4 8 15 16
23 42 engraved onto a hatch, found by John Locke in the jungle, is a perfect example of how a
leitmotif can manipulate the audience to sense that some sort of danger is approaching. When the
camera zooms in on the cursed numbers on the hatch, one can hear increasing violin suspense
sounds mixed with monkey screams and a creepy synth melody made up of five notes. This helps
the viewer gain an understanding of the fear that builds up in Hurley's head and that danger is
lurking.

Copland's (1940), third outline is to build a sense of continuity. If the music between shots or scenes
is the same, then the viewer will relate those scenes to each other. This includes montages or
flashbacks. Lost utilises musical cues often as an indicator of the character's flashbacks.

Copland's (1940), fourth outline is to give a sense of finality. He asserts that this usually takes place
towards the end of a film or after a major accomplishment. The victory and sound of the music
psychologically links the audience to the triumph on screen.

Copland's final outline proposes that sometimes music is only there to fill the silence. Strikingly, he
expresses that this is the hardest film score to do in light of the fact that the audience shouldn't
notice its presence. Hoffmann (2015), contends that musical themes enhance the emotion of a
scene, but sometimes directors decide to not utilise any music and this can work just as well.
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An online article hosted by the BBC, concludes that the purpose of a leitmotif is to coordinate the
activity and mood of a scene (Bbc.co.uk, n.d.). They can vary in terms of rhythm or pitch,
instrumentation, tempo, dynamics, articulation and harmony. All these possible changes depend on
which emotions the director wants to reflect in each scene. According to an online article about
using music to heighten emotions written by True hero studio (2014), different investigational
studies have shown that the heart rate and similar feelings of concern rise and fall with the pace of
the music. Composers mindful of this knowledge will make surprising varieties in tempo to evoke
unease and dread among the audience. Lessening the rate of the music will clearly have the inverse
impact and can be used to soothe the viewers into an inclination that it is safe and secure ("Using
Music to Heighten Emotion," 2014). Using a development of harmonies that do not resolve, or
sound finished, is another strategy for keeping the group of viewers tense. Hence unsettling high
and low pitches are moreover consistently used to control the viewer's sentiments ("Using Music to
Heighten Emotion," 2014).
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3.0 Methodology

Parts of the literature written on the subject are decades old, so this analysis will look at if the
information is still valid. Berger (n.d.), infers that musical themes can generally be perceived as
portrayals of the "inner world," the conscious and unconscious thoughts and subjectives of a
character in a scene. Walden (2013), states that leitmotifs are used to represent ideas, feelings,
characters, places, or situations through a dynamic procedure in which memory assumes a pivotal
part. In this study the aim has been at selecting famous movie/Television-series leitmotifs that
conceivably would give a generally uniform response. Quantitative and qualitative strategies were
used to gather information and findings for this research. As the American sociologist Babbie
(2010) puts it:

Quantitative methods emphasise objective measurements and the statistical, mathematical, or numerical analysis of
data collected through polls, questionnaires, and surveys, or by manipulating pre-existing statistical data using
computational techniques. Quantitative research focuses on gathering numerical data and generalising it across
groups of people or to explain a particular phenomenon (Babbie, 2010).

According to Kvale (1996), Qualitative interviewing is situated in discussion, with the accentuation
on analysts asking questions and listening, while the respondents are replying (Rubin and Rubin,
1995).

The methods used to collect primary data for this dissertation were internet questionnaires and
multiple email interviews. The questionnaires were facilitated on a generic survey website called
Google Forms, where the information can be quickly accessed and handled for further examination.
In the wake of facilitating the online questionnaires it was then put onto various social networking
pages where it was ready to be spontaneously addressed.

(See appendices for full questionnaires and interviews.)

The investigation strategies selected and developed were altogether chosen since they gave the most
immediate and related data for giving a full reflective conclusion and ultimately an answer to the
research question.
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The course of action towards collecting information from the interviews were especially inspired by
Richard Davis's book, The Complete Guide to Film Scoring. Davis interviews top film scoring
professionals and some of the world's top musicians, and this gives the readers understanding of the
insight that accompanies involvement and dedication. The choice of email interviews was the best
method for collecting thoughtful and relevant answers from respondents, permitting them an
opportunity to experience the inquiries and allowing more time to reflect upon the questions. It
would have been technically difficult to arrange interviews, eye to eye, because of time, locations
and strategic restrictions. The interview questions have been tailored so that they could be answered
by professional musicians.
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4.0 Results

The following chapter presents the quantitative and qualitative data collected from the methods
shown above in the methodology chapter, and its findings about people's knowledge of leitmotifs in
TV-series and feature films.

Figure 7.
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Figure 8.
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Figure 9.
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Figure 10.
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Figure 11.
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Figure 12.
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Figure 13.
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Figure 14.
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Figure 15.
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Coded Interviews
Email Interview with Jason M.Yu
Jason is a music producer and a classical pianist from San Francisco, with over 20 years of
experience. He writes a blog about video game music, and has a B. A degree in Music from UC
Berkley.
Interview through Email on 17th May 2017, Interviewed by Frida Feline Nilsen. The full transcript
can be found in the Appendix.
Figure 16. The coded key topics are displayed below:
Question

Quotes and keywords from Transcript Coding

How would you explain what a
Leitmotif is and in what ways do you
think a Leitmotif affect one's
experience in Movies and TV-series?

"A musical idea that represent a
certain character, place or idea in a
narrative work"

What do you think is the purpose of
the Leitmotif?

"To strengthen, reinforce or add
additional colour to a viewer's
emotional response to a subject in a
narrative work"

Strengthen dramatic development in a
story

What is a good Leitmotif for you?

"Melodic and have a catchy melody"

Hook

"Strengthens the emotional response
to a subject in a narrative work"

Distinct

"A film music theme is more general.
usually written to represent the
narrative as a whole"

General Subject

"A leitmotif is referring to a specific
subject in the narrative"

Melodic theme associated with
elements within a story

"The Star Wars Original Trilogy have
very memorable and noticeable
leitmotifs"

Development

"Vary in timbre"

Unique emotions

What is the difference between a
leitmotif and a film music theme?

Can you mention one or several
Leitmotif that you have noticed in
movies and explain why you noticed
it?

Recurring melody or theme related to
something or someone

"A combination of that subject's role
in the narrative and the musical
quality of that leitmotif"

Different Musical Registers

"Distinguishable"
"Melodic"
"Each leitmotif has its own specific
feeling"
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"Favourite leitmotifs are from video
games"

Game soundtracks

"Star Wars"

A film series made by George Lucas
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Email Interview with Fraser Smith
Fraser is a professional songwriter, producer and mixer who are also involved in Artist development
and management. His tunes and creations have shown up in TV, film and promoting campaigns
around the world.
Interview through Email on 19th May 2017, Interviewed by Frida Feline Nilsen. The full transcript
can be found in the Appendix.
Figure 17. The coded key topics are displayed below:

Question

Quotes from Transcript

Coding

How would you explain what a
Leitmotif is and in what ways do you
think a Leitmotif affect one's
experience in Movies and TV-series?

"A theme or refrain"

Recurring melody

"Conceptually tied to a concept in the Associated with elements within a
film"
narrative work
"Very often associated with a
character, place, emotion or some
other recurring idea"

Symbolises connections

"It can create a sense of empathy and
attachment with the character"

Represents something specific within
a narrative work

"Augment the viewer's emotional
experience of the story"

Feelings and emotions

What do you think is the purpose of
the Leitmotif?

"As above"

What is a good Leitmotif for you?

"Something that adds to the
experience of the film without being
too obviously a character's theme"

Giving distinctiveness to certain
persons or places

"Adapt the leitmotif in different
situations"

Variations in orchestration and
instrumentation depending on the
situation

"Altering the harmony, pace and
instrumentation"
"Depends on genre"
What is the difference between a
leitmotif and a film music theme?

"A Leitmotif is usually more subtle
and smaller theme"

Short and distinctive

"A Film Theme traditionally is more
of a bold, overall statement"

General representation of the overall
mood
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"The Lord of The Rings trilogy"

An adventure and fantasy film series

"Combination of Leitmotifs
depending on the character's
interaction with each other"

A musically symbolisation that
connects two or more characters

"John Williams - Star Wars"
"Highlight key emotions in the
narrative"

Gives distinctiveness to certain
elements

"Re-using of specific themes"
Can you mention one of your
favourite Leitmotifs in film music?

"John Williams Leitmotifs"
"Star Wars trilogy"
"Indiana Jones trilogy"
"John Goodman's character in
"Arachnophobia", he is given a
slightly comedic leitmotif which adds
lightness to his character"

An American composer, pianist and
conductor
Film series by George Lucas
An American adventure trilogy
Orchestration and texture

"The horror movie "Friend Request"
"The composer uses a combination of
sound design and music to tell the
audience that something bad is about
to happen"

The use of leitmotif reveals unseen
dangers
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Email Interview with Karina Pardus
Karina is a composer, and a classical pianist from Castle Rock, Colorado with over 10 years of
teaching experience. She has a B. A degree in Music, piano performance from Colorado State
University-Pueblo.
Interview through a Facebook page called: Film/TV/Theatre/Game composers/Jobs on 28th May
2017, Interviewed by Frida Feline Nilsen. The full transcript can be found in the Appendix.
Figure 18. The coded key topics are displayed below:

Question

Quotes and keywords from Transcript Coding

How would you explain what a
Leitmotif is and in what ways do you
think a Leitmotif affect one's
experience in Movies and TV-series?

" A recurring and recognisable
theme"

A recurring musical theme

"Communicates to the audience when
something important is happening to
a character or group"

Reveals key emotions to the audience

What is a good Leitmotif for you?

"Something that is recognisable even
in variation that helps establish the
emotional connection desired
between the audience and the
character scene"

Instrumentation

What is the difference between a
leitmotif and a film music theme?

"A film theme can be applied
generally to the film"
"Doesn't apply to just one character/
idea in the film"

Normally utilised amid the
introduction, opening credits as well
as closure credits to establish a mood

"A Leitmotif is more intimate and
personal to a specific person or idea"

Associated with certain characters,
thoughts or places

Can you mention one or several
Leitmotif that you have noticed in
movies and explain why you noticed
it?

"The imperial Theme from Star Wars
episode IV"

An evil/powerful leitmotif associated
with Darth Vader

"It helps the audience relate to Darth
Vader throughout the series"

Represents a specific mood and
character

Can you mention one of your
favourite Leitmotifs in film music?

"The leitmotif in The Secret Life of
Walter Mitty"

Adventure comedy/drama

"it shows transformation between his
daydreaming and his actual doing of
things"

build a sense of continuity
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5.0 Discussion

The results collected from the questionnaire and the interviews confirm the hypothesis that
leitmotifs helps the audience to recognise specific characters, places and actions in feature films and
Television shows. However, this investigation also shows that there are various factors which can
affect the responses of the participants. Education and age prove to be important elements in terms
of people's knowledge about and recognition of leitmotifs.

5.1 Questionnaire

Psycho

Figure 7 shows that 53 out of 58 respondents recognised the first leitmotif from the psychological
horror movie Psycho. However, only 40 people managed to specify correctly, which movie the
excerpt was related to. Some of the participants managed to relate the leitmotif to the shower scene,
which is where Maryann Crane got stabbed to death in the shower. According to Kelleghan (1996),
the high-pitched violin sound is what generates the feeling of tension and danger in the audience.
The data collected indicates that this is the view of the participants also. Stewart (2013), states that
he intentionally composed the film score of Psycho to imitate these unsettling clamours, and he also
claims that the impact makes the scene altogether scarier and more unsettling.

Even though some of the participants failed to recognise which movie the leitmotif originated from,
they still managed to identify the music as a part of a horror/thriller movie. Phrases such as "Classic
Horror piece," "Horror films," "Halloween" and "Scary movies" were mentioned in the part of the
questionnaire where the participants could specify details related to the piece of music. One
potential reason why so many participants could not recognise where the musical theme originated
from may be due to the fact that the movie is too old for the majority of the younger generation to
be recognised, especially considering that 33 out of a total of 58 participants were in the age group
19-25 .
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The Godfather

Data collected from Figure 8, shows that 42 of the participants recognised the leitmotif from the
movie The Godfather (1972). However, only a total of 28 people managed to pinpoint what movie
the excerpt came from. Some of the attendees were actually able to specify that it was a love theme,
and some even managed to specify details such as surroundings and objects in the scene itself.
According to Fitzgerald (2015), the musical excerpt composed by Nino Rota represents the late
romantic period of the 18th century. The leitmotif contains the enthusiasm and instruments that
Italian Folk music has, and therefore one can draw the conclusion that the composer utilised these
concepts to upgrade the on-screen activity by portraying provincial Sicily through the music alone.
His utilisation of Italian instruments such as mandolin, strings, oboe and accordion additionally
fortifies the Mafia ideas and intentions in the motion picture. The composer has also managed to
form an unsettling and optimistic mood in the scene which makes it cleverly interesting.

A small percentage of the Participants were able to specify that the leitmotif were of Italian origin.
One can draw the conclusion that the utilised instruments connect the music with the scene as these
instruments are old Italian labourer instruments, and the scene takes place in Sicily. The leitmotif
links well with the scene as it reflects the self-contradicting temperament of the primary character,
Michael in the scene.

Schindlers list

Data collected from this study shows that 32 participants recognised the third excerpt from figure 9.
However, only 17 people out of those 32 managed to relate the leitmotif to Steven Spielberg's
movie Schindler's List (1993), which was where the excerpt was collected from. According to Proch
(2012), this leitmotif is a standout amongst the most well-known and emotionally spellbinding
musical themes in film history. The sensitivity of the way Itzak Perlman uses the bow on the violin
combined with the visualisation of the horrifying story is enough to send chills down the spine. In
the ending scene where Oskar Schindler breaks down into tears at the horror of what has happened,
a leitmotif associated with the holocaust and death of millions of Jews, clarifying the sorrow and
sadness Oskar experiences at that moment. Another interesting aspect about this particular leitmotif
is the use of a soloist violin player for the main melody. One can interpret this from the fact that
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John William perhaps wanted this musical theme to represent Oskar Schindler as a singularly
isolated character. This links it to Krauss's (2011), statement about the leitmotifs in Wagner's ring
cycles. It gives the listener a clue to what the character is doing, thinking and feeling.

The Pink Panther

Figure 10 surprisingly shows that 100% of the participants managed to relate the audio excerpt to
the American comedy movie The Pink Panther (2006). The Pink Panther is a comedy series that
became especially popular in the 90's for the children at that time and also the older generation
(tvropes.org, n.d.). It is no doubt that the early success of the show is the reason why participants
from 16+ of age were able to recognise this famous leitmotif. The Pink Panther is a character full of
surprises. The use of dynamics in the leitmotif reflects his many moods quite well by gradually
increasing and decreasing in loudness and rhythm. The overall essence of this musical theme gives
the listener a feeling of mystique, which can represent the unpredictable side to the character
himself. This can also link to Polland's (2011), claim about variations in terms of rhythm,
instrumentation and dynamics in musical themes. The leitmotif in The Pink Panther develops as the
character or plot changes.

Harry Potter

Data collected from figure 11, shows that 50 people recognised the audio-excerpt taken from the
British film-series Harry Potter (2001). However, only 45 participants out of those 50 managed to
specify where the leitmotif originated from. It was interesting to discover how the excerpt in figure
10 scored 100%, while the excerpt in figure 11 only scored 82%, taking into consideration that
Harry Potter is a newer film that is also world-renowned.

Pirates of the Caribbean

Results shows that 53 participants recognised the leitmotif presented in figure 12. Four people out
of those 53 were actually wrong about which movie the leitmotif originated from. However, the
majority of the participants managed to relate the musical theme to the fantasy film-series Pirates of
the Caribbean (2003). According to Laskero (n.d.) this is the leitmotif that represents the Pirates of
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the Caribbean's franchise. The drive of the rhythm and powerful instrumentation give the audience a
feeling of heroism and action. One can connect this to Nugent's (2015), statement about action
scenes have a tendency to utilise musical themes with fast tempo to reflect what is happening on
screen.

Star Wars

Figure 13 shows that 57 participants out of 58 recognised the audio excerpt from the film series
Star Wars. The excerpt illustrated Darth Vader's theme also known as "The Imperial March" which
is a leitmotif appearing in association with his character. This musical theme appears over and over
again throughout the movies, regularly altered in orchestration and tempo. The leitmotif itself
sounds like the sound of a military march by evil forces. "The Imperial March" musical theme,
clearly represents the evil of Darth Vader and the power of the empire.

Lord of the Rings

Data collected shows that 40 participants recognised the piece of music presented to them in figure
14. However, the results convey that only 38 people managed to relate the leitmotif to the correct
film "The lord of the Rings". According to Howard (n.d.), his utilisation of leitmotifs can go about
as "guideposts" guiding the audience's attention to the action presented on screen and their
association with other characters and events. The leitmotif presented in figure 14 illustrates heroism
and the fellowship of the nine companions. According to the results collected from the
questionnaire, this is the view of the participants also. The sound of a large ensemble performing
the musical theme can be seen as a symbol of the fellowship of the ring.

Lost

The final results show that only 7 people out of 58 participants recognised the last piece of music
presented to them in the excerpt of figure 15. Two people were able to relate the leitmotif to the
jungle excursions in the American Television series Lost (2001-2010). It was surprising to see that
only two people could relate where this particular leitmotif came from, given that the show has been
ranked by critics as "one of the greatest Television dramas of all time" (Krukowski, 2008). The most
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obvious reason for this result might be due to the fact that the majority of participants have not
actually seen the show. However, there were clearly two hardcore fans who participated in the
questionnaire, considering that they were able to recognise both where the song came from and
which scene it was associated with. Giacchino's utilisation of leitmotifs in Lost gives the viewer a
more profound understanding of the characters involved in the plot and actions. Certainly Michael
Giacchino understood the role of leitmotifs when scoring Lost.

One powerful function of this particular leitmotif is that it indicates that some sort of danger is
approaching even though it is not visible on screen. In the jungle excursion scenes, where the
characters who crashed on the island are out on a mission, we hear this leitmotif associated with the
excursion, clarifying that danger is not physically present in the scene but is being thought about by
the characters. The musical theme presented in excerpt 15, has been orchestrated in the lower range
of the cello, with violin harmonies floating in the mid register, illustrating fear and danger. The
viewers get an understanding of what is about to happen next.

5.2 Interviews

The data collected from the email interviews clearly show that the respondents share the same
perception of what a leitmotif is and what its main purpose in a film or Television show is. This
study then supports the idea that a leitmotif is a musical idea that is utilised to represent specific
characters, places, ideas or actions in a narrative work. Data collected from the interviews also
reveals that a leitmotif has many functions and can thus be used in several ways. Participants agreed
upon the statement that musical themes can give the audience a sense of empathy and attachment
with the characters on screen. They also shared the same view that leitmotifs can augment the
audience's emotional experience of the narrative. Fraser Smith examines this point by reflecting his
thoughts about ways he thinks a leitmotif can affect the viewer's experience in movies and TVseries.
"Leitmotif can be used in several ways - sometimes it's very clearly attached to a character, and the
director / composer wants you to feel this - which can help create a sense of empathy and attachment
with the character. Other times, their use is more subtle. So in film and TV, they can augment the
viewer's emotional experience of the story." (Smith. 2017)
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Karina Pardus then reinforces this when she discusses the same topic. "It helps communicate to the
audience when something important is happening to a specific character or group." (Pardus, 2017)

Jason's interview conveys that a good leitmotif is utilised to strengthen, reinforce or add texture to a
viewer's emotional response to a subject in a narrative work. He also clearly makes a statement that
most of the famous leitmotifs are very melodic and contains a catchy melody. According to Jason,
The Star Wars original trilogy (Ep. 4-6), links to this statement because it utilises musical themes
that are memorable and noticeable. He then comments that the reason they are so memorable and
catchy is because they are frequently used with the passageway of their individual characters, and
they are all very easy recognisable.

Pardus (2017), strongly agrees that Star Wars contains leitmotifs which are very distinguishable.
She especially remembers "The Imperial March" theme from Star Wars (Ep IV), as it applies to the
imperials and helps the viewers to relate to Darth Vader throughout the series. According to Fraser's
interview, he shares the same view as Pardus. He further states that there are several leitmotifs in
Star Wars that have been combined with one another, depending on the relationship between two or
more characters in the narrative. Smith (2017), also believes that John William utilises this
technique extensively with characters but also to highlight key 'emotions' in the story.

In Fraser's interview he also mentioned information about a film that recently caught his eye named
Friend Request, which utilised a combination of sound design and music to convey to the audience
that something bad is about to happen. This statement links to Puschak's (2016), argument that
musical themes can reinforce unseen dangers and also underline unspoken thoughts.

Given that the interviews was undertaken via email, there is a chance that the participants may have
cheated and used the internet to read briefly about the topic before sending the answers back to the
author. There are probabilities that the answers could have been different if the interviews had been
done without the participants having access to web sources.
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6.0 Conclusion

Having reviewed and investigated the use of leitmotifs in various feature films and Television-series
through qualitative and quantitative research, a conclusion can be drawn that leitmotifs are utilised
to help the audience recognise specific characters, places and actions in a narrative work. In
exploring this, the dissertation also discovered that education and age of participants appeared to be
important factors when it comes to people's knowledge and recognition of leitmotifs. Berger (n.d.),
contends that leitmotifs can for the most part be seen as depictions of the "inner world," the
conscious and unconscious thoughts and subjectives, of a character in a scene. Further research
shows that various composition techniques such as variations in terms of orchestration, dynamics,
textures and rhythm may vary in leitmotifs, depending on the intended emotional setting of a
particular scene. These variables can increase the viewer's understanding of the character's emotions
and unspoken thoughts, and also give them a deeper understanding of what is about to happen in a
particular scene.

The data collected for this dissertation support the idea that leitmotifs have the power to evoke
certain memories and recognition in viewers. However, people do not necessarily relate musical
themes to the same movies and Television-shows. One can conclude that since quite a few of the
participants did not even recognise certain leitmotifs in the questionnaires, that this reflect that they
have not seen the presented film or TV-show, and this obviously makes it very difficult to associate
a piece of music with the live action entertainment media it originates from.

The nine different leitmotifs presented in the questionnaires were chosen in the hope that they
would give a relatively similar response from the participants. It was surprising to see that the
results varied as much as they did, considering that the leitmotifs were taken from some of the most
famous films and TV-series in film history. The reasons for the varied answers can be many, but it is
clear that people with good knowledge of music and film have greater likelihood of linking the
leitmotifs with the film or Television show it originates from than people with little or no
knowledge at all.

To sum up, the examination of the data gathered show that Richard's (2012), statement that a
leitmotif can be described as a recurring melody that is related with a certain person, place, emotion
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or idea is still legitimate for small scale research in 2017. The data collected also proves that the use
of leitmotifs continues to be commonly utilised as a standard technique in film music today. After
analysing the information received from the questionnaires, email-interviews and the literature
review, it suggests that Star Wars seems to contain leitmotifs that has left big traces in most film and
TV-serie enthusiasts.

6.1 Recommendations for future research
Given that this task could not exceed 6000 words, it was difficult to go really deep into the subject.
For future studies, it could be relevant to investigate the role of leitmotifs in for example, opera and
gaming productions. It would also be interesting to continue to investigate how the use of leitmotifs
shapes the narrative in various entertainment settings such as TV-shows, feature films, operas and
game productions.
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8.0 Appendix A:

1. Below is a link to the author's questionnaire:
h t t p s : / / d o c s . g o o g l e . c o m / f o r m s / d / e /
1FAIpQLScoR1jzH2mSgK5mjFBFGF2JrU2isuqfS7GDSBBKMZOoCSV0Dw/viewform?
usp=sf_link#responses

(The videos below are also presented in the link above)

2. Link to Psycho excerpt: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bAeGW8ZY9r0

3. Link to The Godfather excerpt: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IJBAgkBauwg

4. Link to Schindlers List excerpt: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyiHOJjGtyc

5. Link to Pink Panther excerpt: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q7QvWz2Dzy8

6. Link to Harry Potter excerpt: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ASw9aXBRdc

7. Link to Pirates of the Caribbean excerpt: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xp75vKtfpz0

8. Link to Star Wars excerpt: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68VUdhwQ184

9. Link to Lord of the Rings excerpt: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TBdzYOB3MV4

10. Link to Lost excerpt: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3OdbhTSobIo
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Below is an inclusion of the raw data collected from the online questionnaires.
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Interview Questions:
1. How would you explain what a Leitmotif is?
2. In what ways do you think a Leitmotif affect one's experience in Movies and Tv-series?
3. What do you think is the main purpose of the Leitmotif?
4. What is a good Leitmotif for you?
5. What is the difference between a leitmotiv and a film music theme?
6. Can you mention one or several Leitmotif that you have noticed in movies and explain
why you noticed it?
7. Can you mention one or more of your favourite leitmotivs in film music?
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Below is an inclusion of the raw data collected from the email interviews.
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Figure 16.
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Figure 17.
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Figure 18.
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8.3 Appendix E

Link to the scene where Hurley discovers the cursed numbers 4 8 15 16 23 42 engraved onto
a hatch found by John Locke in the jungle
YouTube. 2017. LOST: The Numbers on the hatch - YouTube. [ONLINE] Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=8zUPv1rQL7A&list=PLm6VETGEYAyy44AzfUh43Unvvyq2jsn3K&index=1. [Accessed 09 June 2017].
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